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METHODOLOGY 
 

Bloomberg British Pound Index  



TRACKING GLOBAL CURRENCIES 

The Bloomberg British Pound Index tracks the 
performance of GBP versus a basket of leading global 
currencies. Each currency in the basket and its weight is 
determined annually based on their share of international 
trade and liquidity.  

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

The Index represents both developed and emerging market currencies that have the highest liquidity in the currency 

markets and the biggest trade flows with the given country. The Bloomberg British Pound Index, which has a dynamically 

updated composition and diversified representation of a breadth of currencies that are important from trade and liquidity 

perspectives, provides a better measure of the underlying currencies than other indices, which do not update their 

compositions frequently, focus exclusively on trade flow, and are comprised of a handful of currencies with concentrated 

weights. 

INDEX MEMBERSHIP AND WEIGHTINGS 

At each annual rebalance, the following steps are taken to arrive at the constituent currencies and  their weights: 

1. Identify the top 20 trading activity currencies versus the

underlying currency. For the British Pound, this is as defined

by the International Monetary Fund (IMF) in its release of

trade flow data (ECTR <Go> on Bloomberg Terminal).

2. Identify the top 20 currencies from the Triennial Central

Bank Survey of Foreign Exchange and Derivatives

Market Activity (Table: Currency Distribution of Global

Foreign Exchange Market Turnover).

3. Build the union of sets of top 10 currencies of both lists,

after removing currencies pegged to the underlying

currency.

4. The preliminary index weights are driven by

assigning averaging trade weights and liquidity

weights to the combined set of currencies.

5. The final index weights are derived by:

a. Capping the exposure of Chinese remnimbi, which

is heavily managed, to 3% and distributing its weight to 

other currencies in proportion to the average weight in 

(4). 

b. Removing smaller currency positions, defined as

any position that has a weight of less than 2%, and 

distributing its weight to other currencies in proportion to 

the average weight in (5a). 

The annual rebalance is done in December every year with a reference date of the third Friday of the month and a rebalance 

date after the close of the last U.S. trading date of the month. 



INDEX CALCULATIONS 

If PR is the price return of the index on any day t 

PRt = ∑ Wi,Y * (1 - Si,t-1 / Si,t) 

Where 

Si,t = Spot for currency i on day t, expressed in foreign currency per U.S. dollar terms 

Wi,Y = Weight of currency i in year Y 

  The price return index level (POUND) on any day t are calculated as 

POUNDt = POUNDt-1 * (1+ PRt )

The base level for POUND Index, the base level is set at 1000 on December 31, 2004. 

DATA 

The price return indices are generated in real-time under the ticker POUND Index (i.e. British Pound). 

For spot, New York 4:00 pm BFIX is used to arrive at the closing values. BFIX is Bloomberg’s daily currency fixing 

rates generated throughout the trading day at fixed, half-hourly intervals. The BFIX prices are created by taking a 

short-term Time-Weighted Average Price (TWAP) of the geometric mid-rates of Bloomberg Generic (BGN) prices 

leading up to and following the fixing time. By using a short-term TWAP to create the fixing, it ensures that BFIX rates 

are not susceptible to spikes and manipulations in the market at fixing time. 

For the British Pound Index, effective end-March 2014, the currency for China was replaced from the domestic spot (CNY) 

to the offshore spot (CNH) in view of the increasing liquidity of the CNH market and its greater ease of access to foreign 

market participants. 

Currency  Symbol Intraday Spot Tickers Closing Spot Tickers 

Euro EUR GBPEUR BGN Curncy GBPEUR F160 Curncy 

U.S. dollar USD GBPUSD BGN Curncy GBPUSD F160 Curncy 

Swiss franc CHF GBPCHF BGN Curncy GBPCHF F160 Curncy 

Canadian dollar CAD GBPCAD BGN Curncy GBPCAD F160 Curncy 

Japanese yen JPY GBPJPY BGN Curncy GBPJPY F160 Curncy 

Australian dollar AUD GBPAUD BGN Curncy GBPAUD F160 Curncy 

Chinese renminbi (offshore) CNH GBPCNH BGN Curncy GBPCNH F160 Curncy 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
For additional information and licensing opportunities, please contact: 

info@bloombergindexes.com or call +1 212 617 5020 
 

bloombergindices.com 
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BLOOMBERG, The The Bloomberg British Pound Index are trademarks or service marks of Bloomberg Finance L.P. Bloomberg Finance L.P. and its affiliates (“collectivel y, “Bloomberg”) or Bloomberg’s licensors own all proprietary 
right in the The Bloomberg British Pound Index. Bloomberg does not guarantee the timeliness, accuracy or completeness of any data or information relating to Bloomberg British Pound Index. Bloomberg makes no warranty, express 

or implied, as to The Bloomberg British Pound Index any data or values relating thereto or results to be obtained therefrom, and expressly disclaims all warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose with re spect 

thereto. To the maximum extent allowed by law, Bloomberg, its licensors, and its and their respective employees, contractors , agents, suppliers and vendors shall have no liability or responsibility whatsoever for any injury or 
damages - whether direct, indirect, consequential, incidental, punitive or otherwise - arising in connection with The Bloomberg Dollar Spot Index, The Bloomberg British Pound Index or any data or values relating thereto - whether 

arising from their negligence or otherwise. Nothing The Bloomberg Pound Index shall constitute or be construed as an offering  of financial instruments or as investment advice or investment recommendations (i.e., recommendations 

as to whether or not to “buy”, “sell”, “hold”, or to enter or not to enter into any other transaction involving any specific interest or interests) by Bloomberg or its affiliates or a recommendation as to an  investment or other strategy by 
Bloomberg or its affiliates. Data and other information available via the Bloomberg British Pound Index should not be considered as information sufficient upon which to base an investment decision. Bloomberg and its a ffiliates do not 

express an opinion on the future or expected value of any security or other interest and do not explicitly or implicitly reco mmend or suggest an investment strategy of any kind. 

 

The data included in these materials are for illustrative purposes only. ©2016 Bloomberg L.P. All rights reserved. 
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